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Transportation Friday
An electronic newsletter concerning regional transportation issues

Volume 7, Number 11

Friday, September 13th , 2013

In This Issue

There is a meeting of the Rural Planning Organization (RPO) scheduled for 2:00 PM on September 25 th at the
Baldwin County Central Annex in Robertsdale. Those members should be receiving an agenda in the mail; please
plan on attending. The Mobile MPO met last week, and we are plugging away at our model; please see Mobile
MPO Updates. Another big congratulations to the City of Foley with TIGER funds for the Transportation Regional
Infrastructure Pedestrian System. This was the only TIGER application awarded in the State of Alabama this round;
please see In The News. Also, please check out the Diverging Diamond Interchange in this week’s Transportation
Research.
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It’s Friday the 13 th folks…..see this week’s Just For Fun. It’s going to be great weekend! Roll Tide, War Eagle and
Go Jags!
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Mobile MPO Updates

Recently Completed Planning
Studies
Staff has released the Request For Proposals for the Transit Development Plan (TDP) for Mobile. The deadline for proposals is

Origin Destination Study Using
Cell Phones

September 25 th . We hope to get the study up in running this October.

Mobile County
Comprehensive Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan

There was a MPO meeting last week as the board adopted the FY 2014 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) and
the updated Public Participation Procedures (PPP). The minutes of the previous meetings are ONLINE: Minutes of

Intelligent Transportation System
Diversion Route Planning Study

Click Here to see when and
where federal and state projects
will be happening
in your area.
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MPO Meeting

Mobile MPO Meeting June 5, 2013; Minutes of August 14 th TCC/CAC meeting. There will be several new MPO
members at the next MPO meeting (most likely the end of November). Mayor-elect Sandy Stimpson will be a voting
member of the MPO, and he will have to appoint two new members (Mobile City Council) to the MPO Policy Board
to replace Councilman Reggie Copeland and Councilman William Carroll.
Prior to this week’s meeting adjournment, there was a MPO Resolution recognizing Mayor Sam Jones as the Mobile
MPO Chairman for over 20 years. This was Mayor Sam Jones last Mobile MPO meeting as a voting member, and
Chairman. In the past 20 years, there have been roughly 80 Mobile MPO meetings; Mayor Jones has chaired all but
two. The guidance, commitment and service that Mayor Jones has provided to the MPO is going to be missed, and
that was resonated in the heart felt applause for Mayor Jones at the end of this week’s meeting. Sam has always
been there for us, and we thank him for his years of dedicated public service.
Keep On Truckin…
The travel demand forecast model used by the Mobile MPO has three zonal (343 zones) matrices. Each trip matrix is
basically a X axis of origin zones, a Y axis of destination zones, and each “cell” represents how many trips from one
zone to another. The three matrices are:
·
·
·

Internal Trips- trips moving around within the study area from zone to zone (these are validated by the OD
Study using Cell Phones)
External Trips- trips going straight through our study area (predominantly our interstates)
Truck Trips- Heavy trucks, both internal movements and external

Several years ago, the University of Alabama at Huntsville (UAH) assisted us in developing a freight model that
derived that third matrix, truck trips. It’s time to update that as we have to not only validate the 2010 model for
trucks, but we have to try and forecast those trucks to year 2040 (BTW, check out this week’s In The News for the
future of trucks). There are several sources of truck data, including our own. We survey over 220 businesses in our
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study area, that generate freight. These surveys also give us an indication of potential problems that the trucking
industry may have concerning geometric problems like tight radiuses, vertical clearance and other problems.
GOOGLE IT
Mobile MPO staff is now up and running with our Google Earth application. All surface transportation projects are
listed, by funding categories of the Mobile Transportation Improvement Program, and are now available on Google
Earth; please check it out. This will be a great tool for the public to be informed as to where the federal dollars are
being spent in Mobile… [HERE]

Projects Within Region Let September 27 th , 2013
BALDWIN COUNTY
· Constructing the Storm Drainage Repairs on Church Street from Fels Avenue to Morphy Avenue in Fairhope.
Length 0.057 mi..
ESCAMBIA COUNTY
· Constructing the Widening, Resurfacing and Traffic Stripe on CR-12 (Woods Road & Robinsonville Road) from
the intersection of CR-1 to the intersection of CR-27 (Pouncey Road) in Robinsonville. Length .450 mi.
· Constructing the Widening, Resurfacing, Guardrail Replacement, and Striping on CR-6 (Wolflog Road) from the
intersection of SR-113 to the intersection of SR-3 (US-31) Northeast of Flomaton. Length 5.808 mi.
MOBILE COUNTY
· Constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, Guardrail Replacement, and Striping on CR-96 (Coy Smith Highway)
from School Street in Citronelle to SR-13 (US-43) in Mount Vernon. Length 14.091 mi

Legislative Updates
Congress is in session.
Transportation Spending Bill Falls Flat in House: Last week aides announced that the House would not vote on the
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development (THUD) appropriations bill, the first spending bill slated for House
floor consideration. The measure was to be the initial test of Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan’s plan to make
major spending cuts across the federal budget.
DOT chief to tout TIGER grant in Fla., visit Alabama
By Keith Laing Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx will travel to Florida on Friday to tout a $13.75 million Transportation
Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) grant.
Foxx will appear at an event at Fort Lauderdale, Fla. with Rep. Debbie Wassermann-Schultz (D-Fla.) announcing a
grant for the South Florida Freight and Passenger Rail Enhancement Project. The grant is part of a round of $474
million in TIGER grants that were announced by the DOT earlier this month. Foxx will also travel to Birmingham, Ala.
on Friday to participate in a panel discussion on the 50th Anniversary of the Birmingham Civil Rights Movement.
Wednesday the House Unveiled the WRRDA (The Water Resources Reform & Development Act 2013)
The leaders of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure and the Subcommittee on Water Resources and
Environment introduced the Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2013 (WRRDA) during a Wednesday
press conference in the U.S. Capitol. [HERE]
Through this type of water resources legislation, Congress authorizes the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to carry out
its missions to develop, maintain, and support our Nation's vital port and waterways infrastructure needs, and
support effective and targeted flood protection and environmental restoration needs. Historically, Congress has
passed such legislation every two years to provide clear direction to the Administration and the Corps, but no bill has
been signed into law since 2007. The Water Resources Reform and Development Act will be one of the most policy
and reform focused measures of its kind in the last two decades.

Funding Opportunities
Economic Development Administration
http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/search-grants.html
EDA provides strategic investments that foster job creation and attract private investment to support development in
economically distressed areas of the United States. Under this FFO, EDA solicits applications from both rural and

urban areas to provide investments that support construction, non-construction, technical assistance, and revolving
loan fund projects under EDA’s Public Works and Economic Adjustment Assistance programs. Grants made under
these programs are designed to leverage existing regional assets to support the implementation of economic
development strategies that advance new ideas and creative approaches to advance economic prosperity in
distressed communities.
Link to Additional Information: EDA's website
Please direct any questions to the EDA representative for your state. A complete list of EDA representatives is
available on EDA's website at http://eda.gov/contacts.htm.

Just For Fun
Since it is Friday the 13 th , do you know about the Alabama Ghost Trail? Although it is not yet the Robert Trent Jones
Ghost Trail, I am sure there is some tourism value to it. I have visited some of these like the Pickens County
Courthouse and unfilled hole in Camden, and some that are not on the trail.

There are a couple of Alabama ghost stories that pertain to transportation. Henry’s Hill will push your car (in neutral)
uphill! If you vehicle is in neutral and your tires are within the ruts of the road, your car will be pushed uphill, with the
sound of footsteps. Castro being thrown from a car and the plane crash in Gee’s Bend are others. But one rainy night,
north of Tuscaloosa, I did witness the ghost of the speeding motorcycle (it turned out to be a puddle in the road
reflecting my headlights on cascading oaks that illuminated the entire road). The ghost of the boy and the dreadful
snake is chilling- and they caught the giant snake.

In the News
TIGER AWARDS
A big congratulations goes to the City of Foley! They were awarded $4,728,507 TIGER funds for the
Transportation Regional Infrastructure Pedestrian System. This was the only TIGER application awarded in the
State of Alabama this round. [Here] is a great breakdown of how this go around of TIGER funds was awarded, by
mode and several other statistics.
"These transformational TIGER projects are the best argument for investment in our transportation
infrastructure," Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx said in a statement. “Together, they support President
Obama’s call to ensure a stronger transportation system for future generations by repairing existing
infrastructure, connecting people to new jobs and opportunities, and contributing to our nation’s economic
growth." [HERE]
Gov. Robert Bentley talks about streamlining state government, stimulating economy at Hoover chamber
Print
By Jon Anderson | janderson@al.com
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Gov. Robert Bentley speaks with reporters just prior to his speech at the Hoover Area Chamber of Commerce luncheon at the Hyatt
Regency Birmingham -- The Wynfrey Hotel in Hoover, Ala., on Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013. (Jon Anderson/janderson@al.com)

HOOVER, Alabama - Gov. Robert Bentley today brought his message of streamlining state government and
stimulating economic development to the Hoover Area Chamber of Commerce. Speaking to about 300 people at

a luncheon at the Hyatt Regency Birmingham - The Wynfrey Hotel, Bentley said his administration has worked
hard to reduce the size and scope of government since he was elected in 2010. "When we came into office 2 ½
years ago, Alabama was broke," Bentley said. Federal stimulus money had been spent, and there was no money
to recruit industry, he said. Alabama had two choices: raise taxes or determine the essential functions of state
government and start cutting non-essential spending. People, some even within his own party, tried to get him
to raise taxes on cigarettes, and others want to raise property taxes, he said. It seems people always want to
raise taxes for someone other than themselves. [continue reading HERE]

Who is looking to reinvent the 18-wheeler?
by Josh Clark

A pair of Colani-designed Mercedes semis. The designer was able to reduce fuel consumption aboard these trucks by 30 percent.
Photo courtesy Colani

Luigi Colani and the 18-wheeler of the Future
The last time gas prices were as high as in 2008 was the early 1970s. The OPEC Oil Embargo caused gas prices to
skyrocket in the United States. It was then that German designer Luigi Colani first considered making a more
streamlined truck that uses less gas. When gas prices soared again in 2008, Colani's ideas began to look
attractive once more. Fortunately, he'd been tinkering with his designs, improving them in the course of the
nearly 40 years that passed.
Colani creates what he calls biodynamic concepts [source: BusinessWeek]. He borrows heavily from the
contours and rounded angles found in nature for everything from chairs to showers. He considers himself a
"three-dimensional philosopher of the future," and he's created the concepts to back up such a claim
[source: New York Times]. This includes his concepts for 18-wheelers.
In the face of high gas prices and the resulting driving bans, Colani turned his attention toward creating more
fuel-efficient trucks. His first versions reduced fuel consumption by 25 percent [source: BusinessWeek].
[continue HERE]

Transportation Research
Alternative intersection and interchange geometries are helping communities solve mobility challenges
for a fraction of the price.
The diverging diamond interchange (DDI, also known as double crossover diamond) is a new design that is a
variation of the conventional diamond interchange. The main difference between a DDI and a conventional
diamond interchange is the crossing (or channelizing) of the traffic on the crossroad to the left side between
the ramp terminals. The DDI design eliminates the need for constructing expensive left-lane bays or double
left-turn bays by allowing left-turning vehicles on the crossroad to make a free turn left directly onto the

onramp. Because of its innovative way of connecting a freeway to a surface street, in recent years the DDI
has become one of the leading alternative designs being implemented in the United States.

Located at the intersection of I–44 and U.S. Route 13 in
Springfield, MO, this is the first diverging diamond interchange
constructed in the United States. This design is one of several
alternatives to conventional geometries that FHWA is
encouraging States to adopt.
Meeting the safety and mobility needs of the Nation’s growing population poses an ongoing challenge for
today’s transportation professionals, especially in light of budgetary belt tightening in the public sector.
Annual travel delay in hundreds of U.S. urban areas has increased from 1.1 billion hours in 1982 to 5.5
billion hours in 2011, as reported in the Texas A&M Transportation Institute’s 2012 Urban Mobility Report.
At many highway junctions, congestion continues to worsen. At the same time, drivers, pedestrians, and
bicyclists experience increasing delays and heightened exposure to risk when crossing busy intersections.
According to researchers at the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), today’s traffic volumes and travel
demands often lead to safety problems that are too complex for conventional intersection designs to handle
properly. Consequently, engineers are considering various innovative designs for intersections and
interchanges as they seek solutions to alleviate congestion and improve safety. [HERE]
TRB Publishes Summary on Disaster Planning and Decision Making: The Forum on Medical and Public Health
Preparedness for Catastrophic Events, part of the Institute of Medicine’s Board on Health Sciences Policy,
has released the summary of a workshop held in March 2013, titled Engaging the Public in Critical Disaster
Planning and Decision Making: Workshop Summary. At this workshop, presenters discussed the key
principles of public engagement during the development of disaster plans, the response phase, and during
the dissemination phase when interested community partners and the general public are informed of the
policies that have been adopted.

FHWA Webinar: The Impacts of Congestion Pricing – Lessons Learned from Recent Evaluations: This
webinar, to be held on September 13, 2013 at 2:00 pm ET, will discuss recent evaluations and findings of the
Urban Partnership Agreement (UPA)/Congestion Reduction Demonstration(CRD) projects and Atlanta’s I-85
HOT lane. Presentations will be given by: Sean Peirce, USDOT Volpe Center; Katie Turnbull, Texas A&M Texas
Transportation Institute; Randy Guensler, Georgia Tech. Click HERE to register for this free webinar
Highway Report Shows Where Americans Rack Up the Miles: In 2011, people drove more than 84.7 billion
miles on California interstate highways. Overall, our nation's interstate highways saw vehicles traveling 2.95
trillion miles in 2011. That's nearly double the number of highway miles traveled in 1980. You can find these
data and more in the Federal Highway Administration's “U.S. Interstate Traffic Volume Analysis.” In addition
to State totals, the report released last week also shows vehicle miles traveled on individual highways.
Knowing where vehicles are traveling helps highway departments focus their resources more effectively. The
new analysis also indicates "Mean Pavement Roughness" for each roadway, and that can help planners
prioritize highway maintenance for improved safety and reduced bottlenecks. Click HERE to read the full
article

